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Topic: Chicago Woman Inspired DREAM Act

• A student was facing deportation eleven years ago but had faith that she could make it.
• One thing that inspired her was her mother telling her she couldn’t really do much with her life because she couldn’t go to college because of him being an immigrant.
• Another thing that inspired her was her piano when she would play n at her church she was so good and went to a school of music.
• The Dream Act was what really did it and got her to stay in the U.S. and keep going to school.

Assessment: The article “Chicago Woman Inspired Dream Act”, I believe is one of those articles that keep you thinking and telling yourself that if somebody overcomes their main struggles, you can too. This article has a lot in common to many people’s struggles in life that have to do with immigration and overcoming that. Many people give up because they feel they don’t have a chance in becoming successful because of this obstacle but this article addresses that you can do it if you really try. This is important because it inspires you to not give up even if
your own family tells you can’t do it. Because what makes you want to try harder is going through what your loved ones went though and show it you can do it too just like they did.